
Best Practice Tip: Working With Regulators about Critical Matters 

  
Some thoughts, in no particular order, from notes taken during a recent webinar, Best 
Practices for Working With Regulators About Critical Matters. It was hosted by the 
Association of Insurance Compliance Professionals and featured insights from Karen 
Landrum of Merlinos & Associates, and Greenberg Traurig attorney Rich Fidei. 
  
Customize Any Me, Too Filings. Those are the rate filings made by other companies. 
And while you might consider adopting one as your company’s very own, tread 
carefully. “Even though they’ve been approved for the other company, consider how 
your filing is different,” Landrum advised. “That could come into play with your 
underwriting, expenses, the type of agent that sells the policy or some other factor.” 
  
Use the most recent filing, too, Landrum said. A state probably won’t let you use a filing 
that five times removed from current usage. 
  
Finally, keep in mind that some states don’t allow Me, Too Filings. 
  
Don’t Keep The People Guessing. “The more information you can provide in a filing, 
the better your chance of having a quicker trip through the approval process,” Landrum 
said. “But even if you’ll have to hold back some info, at least have it developed so you 
can give it to reviewers if you’re asked for it.” 
  
Keep Those Lines of Communication Open. “Strive to have an Insurance 
Department as a partner,” Landrum suggested. “The best way to do that is to establish 
an open dialogue during good times, not when you have issues you have to deal with,” 
Fidei added. “Trust and open communications don’t happen overnight – and it’s very 
hard to do at the 11th hour. You’re better off engaging sooner, rather than later.” 
  
Watch Your Effective Date. That’s the date your filing will be implemented, so it 
stands to reason it should also be the first day you use it. So don’t jump the gun, said 
Fidei. “Most states frown on using your product before the effective date,” he told the 
webinar audience. Also, don’t make the mistake of using an effective date that’s isn’t 
reasonable for the filing. It won’t get your filing reviewed any quicker, and won’t make 
you any friends at the Insurance Department, either. 
  
A Regulator’s Concerns May Be Different Than The Company’s. “Things may not 
be as clear as companies think they are,” was the advice. ’Nuff said. 
  
Confidentiality May Not Be So Confidential. Every state handles requests for 
confidentiality differently, so determine all that up front before submitting your filing. 
Even if a state approves a confidentiality request initially, it may withdraw it later, 
Landrum warned. “The idea is to protect the public,” she explained, “so if the 
commissioner decides later that the public should know, the earlier confidentiality 
decision may not stand.” 
  
Seek Interpretive Advise. “When we may have issues, a regulator may see it, too,” 
Fidei said. “It may be advisable to get interpretive advice up front. In fact, I often 
advise clients to do that.” It can be done in a number of ways: informally, with a formal 



opinion or by hiring a consultant to have a no-name discussion with the state. But using 
a consultant may not have the same impact as a company-specific discussion, Fidei 
allowed, “and it won’t give the company something it can hang its hat on.” 
  
And speaking of consultants, here’s a situation you don’t want to put yourself or the 
consultant in, courtesy of Landrum. “We were asked to actuarially support a filing ... 
after the filing had already been made,” she said. “That can be tough.” 
  
Documentation Is Key. “The burden of proof is always on the company, and you’ll 
need information for that, so pay attention to recordkeeping,” Landrum said. “Questions 
about a filing could come up during a market conduct exam – and they could be 
questions that were never raised during the rate and form filing process. Not having the 
answers could result in the filing be rescinded or rolled back later.” 
  
It Ain’t Over When It’s Over. You might think your job is done when the filing is 
approved. You’d be wrong, because: 
  • examiners can still look at your filings during a market conduct exam because of 
issues raised by complaints or other states; and 
  • some states accept filings, rather than approve them, which means they could 
revisit that “not-actually-approved” filing later. 
  
Landrum offered another good piece of advice. “If you find later that a filing violates 
state standards, for whatever reason, tell the Insurance Department and refile it.” 
Better you go to the regulator than the other way around. 
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